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Abstract: Attribute Oriented Induction High level Emerging Pattern (AOI-HEP) is a novel idea which is 

influenced by Attribute Oriented Induction (AOI) and Emerging Pattern (EP). AOI-HEP discovers patterns such 

as Total Subsumption HEP (TSHEP), Subsumption Overlapping HEP (SOHEP) and Total Overlapping HEP 

(TOHEP), include frequent and similar patterns. Mining TSHEP, SOHEP, TOHEP, frequent and similar 

patterns for each dataset is influenced by learning on high level concept in one of chosen attribute. The 

experiments used four datasets from UCI machine learning repository and most datasets have SOHEP but not 

TSHEP and TOHEP and the most rarely found were TOHEP. There are total twenty two High level Emerging 

Pattern (HEP) where four HEP are TSHEP, sixteen HEP are SOHEP and two HEP are TOHEP, and there are 

five frequent and four similar patterns from the experiments. Moreover, the experiment showed that adult and 

breast cancer datasets are interested to mine frequent pattern while breast cancer and IPUMS datasets are 

interested to mine similar pattern. However, census dataset is not interested to be mined for both frequent and 

similar patterns. AOI-HEP is suitable for dealing with large dataset since can handle million tuples in dataset 

in one digit seconds. 

Keywords: Attribute-oriented induction; Emerging pattern; High Emerging Pattern; Frequent pattern; Similar 

pattern 

 

 

I. Introduction 

This paper proposes Attribute Oriented Induction High level Emerging Pattern (AOI-HEP) [19, 20] (as a hybrid 

approach which is influenced by two data mining techniques i.e. Attribute Oriented Induction (AOI) [4,11] and 

Emerging Pattern (EP) [6,7,10,17,18]. AOI influences AOI-HEP by using AOI characteristic rule algorithm 

which was run twice with two input datasets, derived from the same dataset in order to create two rulesets which 

are then processed with High level Emerging Pattern (HEP) algorithm. EP influences AOI-HEP by extending 

growth rate equation and propose HEP algorithm which is not influenced by border-based algorithm. EP was 

proposed earlier by a border-based algorithm and influences most other EP mining algorithms. The border-based 

algorithm avoids the long process naive algorithms do to get the counts of all itemsets in a large collection of 

candidates, by manipulating only borders of some two collections and derive all EPs whose support satisfies a 

minimum support threshold in dataset [6]. The first proposed AOI-HEP was only to mine Total Subsumption 

HEP (TSHEP) and Subsumption Overlapping HEP (SOHEP) [19], and was extended to mine frequent pattern 

from both of TSHEP and SOHEP [20]. Meanwhile, this paper proposes extension AOI-HEP with Total 

Overlapping HEP (TOHEP), mine both of frequent and similar patterns. 

Firstly, the HEP algorithm starts with Cartesian product between two rulesets which eliminates rules in rulesets 

with a metric similarity using the categorization of attribute comparison. Secondly, the output rules between two 

rulesets from metric similarity are discriminated with growth rate to find ratio of supports between rules from two 

rulesets. The categorization of attribute comparisons is based on similarity hierarchy level and values which have 

three options in how they subsume each other. These are Total Subsumption HEP (TSHEP), Subsumption 

Overlapping HEP (SOHEP) and Total Overlapping HEP (TOHEP). From certain similarity hierarchy level and 

values, we can mine frequent and similar patterns. 

The main purpose or motivation of proposing AOI-HEP which is influenced with AOI and EP is to use its typical 

strength of extracting important high-level emerging knowledge from data. The typical strength of AOI is using 

concept hierarchy [2] to produce high-level data, and moreover, AOI is recognized as an important mining 

technique since has been tested successfully against large relational database and can learn different kinds of 

rules. Meanwhile, the typical strength of EP is using growth rate as ratio of the supports in one dataset to another 

dataset. In addition, EP is recognized as a powerful mining technique to discriminate datasets. AOI concerns with 

high level data whereas EP concerns with low level data.  The new framework, AOI-HEP, is able to produces 

high level emerging patterns which discriminates two datasets. AOI-HEP will be better than AOI since AOI-HEP 
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pattern results are less than AOI pattern results and AOI-HEP will be better than EP since AOI-HEP pattern 

results are on high level while EP pattern results are on low level. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows AOI-HEP framework which show combination AOI and 

HEP. Section 3 describes representation rules and rulesets, TSHEP, SOHEP and TOHEP definitions. Section 4 

presents HEP algorithm as implementation part of AOI-HEP framework. Moreover, section 5 defines metric 

similarity function C{ , } and determine concept mining for TSHEP, SOHEP, TOHEP, frequent and similar 

patterns. Furthermore, section 6 discusses growth rate function GR{ , } as used in current EP but have two the 

same or different high level itemset instead of one low level itemset. Meanwhile, section 7 discusses experiments 

for four UCI repository datasets with each user defined concept hierarchies, include experimental mining for 

TSHEP, SOHEP, TOHEP, frequent and similar patterns. Conclusion is given in section 8. 

II. AOI-HEP Framework 

Figure 1 shows the proposed AOI-HEP framework where traditional AOI characteristic rule algorithm is run 

twice with two datasets D1 and D2 (horizontal partitions of the dataset). AOI uses concept hierarchy as 

background knowledge for data generalization. AOI eliminates distinct attributes and tuples until they are less or 

equal than attribute and rules thresholds respectively [11]. AOI’s outputs are rulesets  and  from datasets D1 

and D2 respectively. Rulesets  and  are inputs for High level Emerging Pattern (HEP) which include two 

functions i.e. similarity function C{ , } and growth rate function GR{ , }. The C{ , } function is a metric 

similarity function which applies cartesian product between rulesets  and , and eliminate the cartesian product 

by determining the type of HEP i.e. either TSHEP, SOHEP or TOHEP [19].  

 

Figure 1.  AOI-HEP Framework. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. HEP Definition 

For High level Emerging Patterns (HEP), let D1 and D2 be horizontal partitions of some dataset  

with p attributes and . Rulesets { } and { } from datasets D1 and D2 are represented as 

 in figure 2. In figure 2 each ruleset consists of n rules where n   rules threshold. Each rule in 

a ruleset  is represented by attributes , where | is number of tuples forming the rule 

and m is the number of attributes in a ruleset as in equation 1. Figure 2 shows the representation of rulesets 

 vertically where  and each rule  horizontally where . For 

example we have used rule in ruleset 1 and rule  in ruleset 2.  where all attributes  are member of 

rule  in ruleset 1 and  where all attributes are member of rule  in ruleset 2. If there are four 

attributes (m=4 in equation 1) then rule  and rule .  

Figure 2. Representation rule and rulesets. 

 
A. Definition of Total Subsumption HEP (TSHEP) 

For Total Subsumption HEP (TSHEP) we say rule  is totally subsumed by rule   if then 

. This means rule  is TSHEP by rule  ( , rule  is a subset of rule  ) if each attribute in  is 

subsumed by each attribute in  ( ). Based on example four attributes for rules  and  if each 

attribute in  is subsumed by each attribute in  then .  

B. Definition of Total Overlapping HEP (TOHEP) 

Meanwhile, for Total Overlapping HEP (TOHEP) we say rule   totally overlaps with rule  if 

then . This means rule   is TOHEP with rule  (  , rule  is overlap with rule ) if 
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each attribute in  is overlap with each attribute in  ( ). Based on example four attributes for 

rules  and , if each attribute in  is overlap with each attribute in  {  } 

then .  

C. Definition of Subsumption Overlapping HEP (SOHEP) 

Moreover, for Subsumption Overlapping HEP (SOHEP) we say rule  is subsumed by and overlaps with rule : 

if  and  then   and  . This means rule  is SOHEP with rule  

( ,rule  is a proper-subset of rule ) and ( , rule  overlaps with rule ), if some attributes from 1 

to m1 in  are subsumed by some attributes from 1 to m1 in  ( ) and if some attributes from 

m1+1 to m in  are overlap with some attributes from m1+1 to m in  ( ), where m1 is 

the number subsumption attribute and m is the number of attributes in a ruleset as in equation 1. Based on 

example four attributes for rules  and , if the first two attributes in  are subsumed by the first two attributes 

in  and certainly the last two attributes in  are overlap with the last two attributes in  

{  } then and . 

 

IV. HEP Algorithm 

Figure 3 shows the HEP algorithm as part of AOI-HEP framework in figure 1. The HEP algorithm has inputs 

such as rulesets  and , subs_threshold, overlap_threshold, GR_threshold,num_attr, |D2| , |D1|, Frequent and 

Similar. The HEP algorithm inputs are in accordance with inputs for HEP in AOI-HEP framework figure 1 where 

for HEP in figure 1 there are rulesets  and  inputs, subs_threshold, overlap_threshold, Frequent and Similar 

for C{ , } function, GR_threshold for GR{ , } function. The three thresholds i.e.: subs_threshold, 

overlap_threshold and GR_threshold have default value 0 and for subs_threshold and overlap_threshold have 

maximum value 100. Moreover, num_attr input is the number attributes in rulesets  and  as m in equation 1. 

The outputs from HEP algorithm are in accordance with the HEP outputs shown in figure 1 and they are 

GrowthRate, HEP pattern, SLV and HEP pattern%. The outputs are printed in line 17 in HEP algorithm. 

 

Figure 3. AOI-HEP Algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V. Metric Similarity 

This section presents the metric similarity function C{ , } between rulesets { } and { }. As mention in 

section 2, the C{ , } function is a metric similarity function which apply cartesian product between rulesets  

and , and eliminate the cartesian product by determining type of HEP. The determining type of HEP is applied 

by summing categorization of attribute comparison value and hierarchy level based on subsumption and overlap 

thresholds. To derive similarity hierarchy level value (SLV) in the HEP algorithm, firstly, we determine 

categories of attribute values between the rulesets as shown in figure 4. The categorization is based on similarity 

hierarchy level and the values shown in equation 1 as LV. Secondly, by summing the attribute categorizations or 

LV values, we get SLV (equation 1) as the similarity between the two rules. The two steps described above are 

shown between line numbers 4 and 8 in the HEP algorithm of figure 3. 

HEP algorithm 

Input:  { } , { }, subs_threshold, overlap_Threshold, GR_threshold, num_attr,|D2|,|D1|, Frequent, Similar 

Output:  growth rate, HEP pattern, SLV, HEP pattern%   

1. While( noAllANY( )) 

2.  {While ( noAllANY( )) 

3.       {SLV=0, over=0, subs=0, F=0,S=0 

4.         for x=1 to num_attr 

5.            {if [x]==  [x] and [x]==”ANY”  SLV=SLV+2.1,   over=over+1,S++ 

6.              if [x]==  and [x]!=”ANY”  SLV=SLV+2, over=over+1 

7.              if != [x] and  subsump by [x] SLV=SLV+0.4, subs=subs+1 

8.              if != [x] and  subsump by [x] SLV=SLV+0.5, subs=subs+1,F++}  

9.         subs_=subs/num_attr*100 
10.         over_=over/num_attr*100 

11.         if subs_>subs_threshold and over_>over_threshold  

12.             if subs>0    and over==0     HEP pattern=”TSHEP”, HEP pattern%=subs_ 
13.             if subs>0    and over>0       HEP pattern=”SOHEP”, HEP pattern%=subs_+over_ 

14.             if subs==0  and over>0       HEP pattern=”TOHEP”, HEP pattern%=over_ 

15.             growth rate=( [x+1]/|D2|)  /  ( [x+1]/|D1|) 

16.         if growth rate > GR_threshold  and/or  (Frequent and F==x or F==x-1) and/or  (Similar and S<x-1) 

17.           print    growth rate, HEP pattern,SLV,HEP pattern%    }    } 
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Figure 4.  Comparing rule 1of ruleset 2 { } and rule 1 of ruleset 1  { } 

 

SLV=  
(1) 

where: 

SLV =similarity value based on the similarity of attributes hierarchy level and values 

 M = number of attributes in a ruleset, where m > 1 

           (number of attributes in concept hierarchies - 1) 

 i     = attribute position  

LVi = categorization of attributes comparison based on similarity hierarchy level and values, and the options are : 

a. If hierarchy level is different and the attribute in rule of ruleset R2 is subsumed by the attribute 

in rule of ruleset R1, LV=0.4.   

b. If hierarchy level is different and the attribute in rule of ruleset R1 is subsumed by the attribute 

in rule of ruleset R2, LV=0.5.   

c. If  hierarchy level and values are the same and the attributes values are not ANY, LV=2. 

d. If hierarchy level and values are the same and the attributes values are ANY, LV=2.1. 

The four categorization of attribute comparisons or LV in equation 1 is based on two main categorizations i.e. 

subsumption (LV=0.4 or LV=0.5) and overlapping (LV=2 or LV=2.1). For each LV option values 0.4,0.5,2 and 

2.1 are user defined number, where option numbers 0.4 and 0.5 as values for subsumption categorization 

(minimum categorization) and option numbers 2 and 2.1 as values for overlapping categorization (maximum 

categorization). After the similarity between the two rules (SLV) has been derived, then we can determine type of 

HEP between TSHEP, SOHEP or TOHEP and mining frequent and similar patterns. 

 

A. Mining TSHEP, SOHEP and TOHEP 

Determining type of HEP between TSHEP, SOHEP or TOHEP is shown between line 12 and 14 in figure 3 

which is categorized with variables over and subs. Variable over represents the overlapping (LV=2 or LV=2.1) 

and variable subs represents the subsumption (LV=0.4 or LV=0.5) which are possibly having increment as shown 

between line number 5 and 6, and number 7 and 8 in figure 3 respectively. The mining between TSHEP, SOHEP 

or TOHEP can be filtered when the variables over and subs are limited with over_threshold and subs_threshold as 

inputs HEP algorithm respectively as shown in line number 11 figure 3. TSHEP and TOHEP are composition 

subsumption (LV=0.4 or LV=0.5) and overlapping (LV=2.0 or LV=2.1) respectively, whilst SOHEP as 

composition between subsumption (LV=0.4 or LV=0.5) and overlapping (LV=2.0 or LV=2.1) have minimum 

and maximum SLV values as shown in figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. Composition subsumption and overlapping for mining patterns 

 

 

 

 

 

   
The two arrow lines in figure 5 show the influence of two main categorizations subsumption and overlapping.  

 

 

 

 

The overlapping arrow line shows the influence overlapping from LV=2.1 (maximum value for overlapping 

categorization) until LV=0.5 (maximum value for subsumption categorization).  Whilst subsumption arrow line 

shows the influence subsumption from LV=0.4 (minimum value for subsumption categorization) until LV=2 

(minimum value for overlapping categorization). SLV is categorized as TSHEP when have all subsumption LV 

values (LV=0.4 or LV=0.5) where minimum and maximum SLV values between m*0.4 and m*0.5. Meanwhile, 

SLV is categorized as SOHEP when have combination subsumption and overlapping LV values (LV=0.4 or 

LV=0.5 and LV=2 or LV=2.1) where minimum and maximum SLV values between (m-1)*0.4+2 and (m-

1)*2.1+0.5. Moreover, SLV is categorized as TOHEP when have all overlapping LV values (LV=2 or LV=2.1) 

where minimum and maximum SLV values between m*2 and m*2.1. 
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B. Mining Frequent pattern 

Frequent pattern is a combination of feature patterns that appear in dataset with frequency not less than a user-

specified threshold [12,13] and the frequent pattern synonym with large pattern was first proposed for market 

basket analysis in the form of association rules [1]. With frequent pattern we can have strong/sharp discrimination 

power where have large growth rate and support in target (D2) dataset and other support in contrasting (D1) 

dataset is small [6,8,14]. From frequent patterns, we can create a discrimination rule and are interested in mining 

the frequent pattern with strong/sharp discrimination power. In EP, the strength of discrimination power is 

expressed by its large growth rate and support in target (D2) dataset [6,8]. This is called an essential Emerging 

Patterns (eEP) [8]. In AOI-HEP, the strength of discrimination power is expressed by its large growth rate and 

support in target (D2) dataset and expressed by subsumption LV=0.5 where R2 in target (D2) dataset is superset 

with large support and R1 in contrasting (D1) dataset is subset with low support.  

Since frequent pattern in AOI-HEP are expressed by value LV=0.5 then frequent pattern can be mined from 

TSHEP or SOHEP as shown in figure 5, where minimum and maximum SLV values between (m-1)*0.5+0.4 and 

(m-1)*0.5+2.1, showed that not all frequent pattern have the same LV=0.5 values. Frequent pattern without the 

same LV=0.5 values, have been allocated to percentage value of (m-1)/m*100 and it is accordance where two 

parts of objects are similar if they are similar in all features (full matching similarity) or if the percentage of 

similar features is greater than the 80% [5] or if they are similar in at least 90% of the features [15]. Indeed, 

frequent similarity subsumption LV=0.5 at percentage value of (m-1)/m*100 shows that at least LV values have 

greater than (m-1)/m*100. 

The HEP algorithm in figure 3 shows the process of mining frequent pattern with strong discrimination power, 

which is executed by giving condition true to input frequent variable. Moreover, variable counter F, will be 

incremented when have subsumption LV=0.5 as shown in line number 8. In line number 16, if input Frequent 

variable is true and variable F=x or F=x-1 then the output will be categorized as frequent pattern with strong 

discrimination power, where x is m in equation 1. F=x represents to TSHEP with full similarity subsumption 

LV=0.5, while F=x-1 represents to TSHEP or SOHEP with frequent similarity subsumption LV=0.5.  

C. Mining Similar pattern 

Similar patterns are interesting to mine because similarity pattern between datasets show the equality pattern 

which can represent similar behavior patterns. There are many examples of the important similar patterns in data 

mining process. In business, it is important to discover companies with similar patterns such as similar growth 

patterns, similar product selling patterns and etc. In education, it is important to discover students with similar 

patterns such as similar student behavior patterns, similar student progress patterns and etc. In banking system, it 

is important to discover customer with similar patterns such as similar customer behavior patterns, similar 

customer loan patterns and etc. Searching similar patterns are important and can be used for segmentation or 

prediction. For example in banking system, banking segmentation and banking prediction with similar banking 

transaction could help to show banking transaction prediction, with similar customer behavior patterns could help 

to uncover fraud, and loan prediction [16]. The similarity patterns can be measured with similarity two or more 

attributes or by calculating distance with euclidean distance or manhattan distance [3]. 

In AOI-HEP, similar patterns are shown by overlapping LV=2.0 or LV=2.1 and as shown in figure 5, similar 

pattern are mined from SOHEP or TOHEP, having minimum and maximum SLV values between (m-1)*2+0.4 

and (m-1)*2.1+2. As mentioned before, that two parts of objects are similar if they are similar in all features (full 

matching similarity) or if the percentage of similar features is greater than the 80% [5] or if they are similar in at 

least 90% of the features [15].  Therefore, AOI-HEP similar pattern are interested to SOHEP or TOHEP with 

frequent overlapping LV=2.0 or frequent combination overlapping LV=2.0 and LV=2.1 at percentage value of 

(m-1)/m*100 where m as in equation 1. However, AOI-HEP similar pattern are not interested to SOHEP or 

TOHEP with frequent overlapping LV=2.1 at percentage value of (m-1)/m*100, where LV=2.1 is ANY and 

means nothing. Moreover, AOI-HEP similar pattern are not interested to TOHEP with full similarity overlapping 

LV=2.1 and shown in line number 1 and 2 in HEP algorithm figure 3 which show the exclusion rule with ANY 

values in all attributes in rulesets. Similar like frequent pattern, discrimination rule can be created from similar 

pattern. 

The HEP algorithm in figure 3 shows the process mining similar pattern is executed by giving condition true to 

input similar variable. Moreover, variable counter S will be incremented when have overlapping LV=2.1 as 

shown in line number 5. In line number 16, if input Similar variable is true and variable S<x-1 then the output 

will be categorized as similar pattern, where x is m in equation 1. S<x-1 represents to SOHEP with frequent 

similarity overlapping LV=2.1 < x-1 where SOHEP with frequent similarity overlapping LV=2.1 at percentage 

value of (m-1)/m*100 is not interesting (for instance SOHEP with SLV=2.1+2.1+2.1+0.5).  

VI. HEP Growth Rate 

Besides eliminating patterns with similarity function C{ , }, the large number of HEP (Cartesian product 

between rulesets) is eliminated by the growth rate function GR{ , } with given a GrowthRate threshold. 

Growthrate is a standard function used in Emerging Patterns (EP) [6], and the difference in our approach is 

discovering high level emerging pattern with the same or different itemset instead of low level pattern with the 
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same itemset. As mentioned in section 3, rulesets are AOI outputs and each of rule in ruleset has  as the 

number of tuples forming the rule (figure 2). Because of rule in ruleset has  as the number of tuples, then there 

is no Jumping High level Emerging Patterns (JHEP), where JHEP is related as a term of Jumping EP (JEP). JEP 

is EP with support is 0 in one dataset and more than 0 in the other dataset or EP as special type of EP which is 

having infinite growth rate (  ). 

Growth rate GR{ , } is shown in figure 1 and in line number 15 in the HEP algorithm in figure 3 is used to 

discriminate between datasets D2 and D1. This growth rate can be calculated using equation 2. We can define 

that a HEP is a ruleset whose support changes from one ruleset in dataset D1 to another ruleset in dataset D2. In 

other words, HEP is a ruleset whose strength of high level rule Y of ruleset R1 in dataset D1 changes to high level 

rule X of ruleset R2 in dataset D2. Conventionally, this is defined as follows: 

GR(X,Y) =  =  

 

       (2) 

where: 

X = High level rule of ruleset R2 in dataset D2. 

Y = High level rule of ruleset R1 in dataset D1. 

D2 = Dataset D2. 

D1 = Dataset D1. 

|D2| = Total number of instances in dataset D2. 

|D1| = Total number of instances in dataset D1. 

Count R2(X) = Number of high level rule X of ruleset R2 in dataset D2.  

Count R1(Y) = Number of high level rule Y of ruleset R1 in dataset D1.  

Support D2(X) = Composition number of high level rule X of ruleset R2 in D2. 

Support D1(Y) = Composition number of high level rule Y of ruleset R1 in D1.  

 

VII. Experimental evaluation 

The experiments used four datasets from the UCI machine learning repository: adult, breast cancer, census, and 

IPUMS datasets with the number of instances 48842, 569, 2458285 and 256932 respectively [9]. Each dataset has 

concept hierarchies built from five chosen attributes with a minimum concept level of three. The attributes in 

concept hierarchies for adult dataset include workclass, education, marital-status, occupation, and native-country 

attributes. The attributes in concept hierarchies for the breast cancer dataset contains attributes i.e. clump 

thickness, cell size, cell shape, bare nuclei and normal nucleoli attributes. Meanwhile, class, marital status, means, 

relat1 and yearsch attributes, were given to concept hierarchies for the Census dataset. Finally, the attributes in 

concept hierarchies for the IPUMS dataset consists of relateg, marst, educrec, migrat5g and tranwork attributes. 

Each dataset was divided into two sub datasets based on learning the high level concept in one of their attributes. 

Learning the high level concept in one of their five chosen attributes for concept hierarchies, makes the parameter 

m in equation 1 has value 4, where value 4 comes from five chosen attributes for concept hierarchies minus 1 and 

1 is the attribute for the learning concept. In the adult dataset, we learn by discriminating between the 

“government” (4289 instances) and “non government” (14 instances) concepts of the “workclass” attribute in 

datasets D2 and D1 respectively. In the breast cancer dataset, we learn by discriminating between 

“aboutaverclump” (533 instances) and “aboveaverclump” (289 instances) concepts of the “clump thickness” 

attribute in datasets D2 and D1 respectively. Meanwhile Census dataset learns “green” (1980 instances) and “no 

green” (809 instances) concepts of the “means” attribute for datasets D2 and D1 respectively. Finally, the IPUMS 

dataset learns “unmarried” (140124 instances) and “married” (77453 instances) concepts of the “marst” attribute 

as datasets D2 and D1 respectively.  

Experiments were carried out by a java application as shown in figure 6. The experiments were tested on Intel(R) 

Atom(TM) CPU N550 (1.50 GHz) with 1.00 GB RAM. The AOI-HEP application has an input dataset and 

corresponding concept hierarchies in the form of flat files respectively. The AOI-HEP application was run 4 times 

as the number of experimental datasets and with the attribute and rule thresholds 6 which were chosen based on 

the preliminary experiments done on all datasets such that to get meaningful numbers of rules, a higher threshold 

is preferable after trial experiments. The AOI algorithm is part of the AOI-HEP application which is combined 

with the HEP algorithm. 

Running AOI-HEP application with input adult, breast cancer, census and IPUMS datasets have running time of 

approximately 3, 3, 4 and 13 seconds respectively. Incredibly, the extraordinary running time of 13 seconds with 

the input IPUMS dataset happened because IPUMS has huge instances learning dataset’s unmarried and married 

concepts with 140124 and 77453 instances respectively. In running AOI-HEP application, each dataset has 

rulesets R2 and R1 based on learning concepts in one chosen of its attribute. Since there is page’s limit for paper 

publishing, then we limit to rulesets R2 and R1 for only adult dataset as shown in tables 1 and 2 respectively. 

Rulesets R2 and R1 in table 1 and 2 are the result learning from “government” and “non government” concepts 

from the same “workclass” attribute of adult dataset. Ruleset R2 or R1 as shown in tables 1 or 2 has 6 tuples 
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(rules) include number of instances for each tuple (rule) and has four attributes (m in equation 1) as representation 

rules and rulesets in figure 2.  

 

Table I  Ruleset R2 for learning government concept from “workclass” attribute of adult dataset 
No Education Marital Occupation Country Number of instances 

0 Intermediate ANY ANY ANY 3454 

1 ANY ANY ANY America 786 

2 Advanced ANY ANY Asia 30 
3 Advanced ANY ANY Europe 17 

4 Basic Married-spouse Services Europe 1 

5 Advanced Married-spouse Services Antartica 1 

 

Table II  Ruleset R1 for learning non government concept from “workclass” attribute of adult dataset  
No Education Marital Occupation Country Number of instances 

0 7th-8th Widowed Tools United-states 1 

1 HS-grad Never-married ANY United-states 4 
2 HS-grad Married-civ-spouse ANY ANY 5 

3 Assoc-adm Married-civ-spouse Tools United-states 1 

4 Some-college Married-civ-spouse ANY United-states 2 

5 Some-college Married-spouse-absent Tools United-states 1 

Figure 6  Screen display for AOI-HEP application  

 
Overall, the results for running the AOI-HEP application for four experimental datasets can be seen in table 5 

where the adult dataset has two TSHEP, four SOHEP and no TOHEP, the breast cancer dataset has no TSHEP, 

two SOHEP and no TOHEP, whilst the census dataset has two TSHEP, six SOHEP and no TOHEP and the 

IPUMS dataset has no TSHEP, four SOHEP and two TOHEP. Due to page’s limit for paper publishing, then we 

limit only to adult dataset which has two TSHEP and four SOHEP as shown in tables 3 and 4 respectively. Tables 

3 and 4 are outputs which are stated in line number 17 HEP algorithm in figure 3. Tables 3 and 4 have number of 

growth rates grouped either as TSHEP or TOHEP, where growth rate is discrimination between rulesets R2 and 

R1 as mentioned in equation 2.  

Tables 3 and 4 have position rulesets R2(X) and R1(Y), support D2(X), support D1(Y), Growth rate, HEP pattern 

and HEP%, where parameters X and Y, R2(X), R1(Y), support D2(X) and support D1(Y) refer to equation 2. 

Position ruleset R2(X) and R1(Y) in tables 3 and 4 refer to position tuple (rule) in tables 1 and 2 respectively 

since they are from the same dataset (adult dataset), where R2(X) and R1(Y) for learning government and non 

government concepts respectively from the same “workclass” attribute of adult dataset. Table 5 shows SLV and 

growth rate values (SLV/growth rate) with equations 1 and 2 whilst figure 7 shows the SLV values composition.  

Table III   TSHEP from adult dataset  
N

o 

R2(X) R1(Y) Support D2(X) Support D1(Y) GR HEP Pattern HEP % 

1 0 3 3454/4289=0.80532  1/14=0.07143 11.27442 0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5=2 100% 

2 0 5 3454/4289=0.80532  1/14=0.07143 11.27442 0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5=2 100% 

Table IV  SOHEP from adult dataset  
N

o 

R2(X) R1(Y) Support D2(X) Support D1(Y) GR HEP Pattern HEP % 

1 0 1 3454/4289=0.80532  4/14=0.28571 2.81861 0.5+0.5+2.1+0.5=3.6 75%+25% 

2 0 2 3454/4289=0.80532  5/14=0.35714 2.25488 0.5+0.5+2.1+2.1=5.2 50%+50% 

3 0 4 3454/4289=0.80532 2/14=0.14286 5.63721 0.5+0.5+2.1+0.5=3.6 75%+25% 

4 1 2 786/4289=0.18326 5/14=0.35714 0.51313 0.5+0.5+2.1+0.4=3.5 75%+25% 
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Table V   Composition SLV values and Growth rate for four experimental datasets 
Adult Breast Cancer Census IPUMS 

TSHEP SOHEP SOHEP TSHEP SOHEP SOHEP TOHEP 

2/11.274 
2/11.274 

0 

0 
0 

0 

3.6/2.818 
5.2/2.255 

3.6/5.637 

3.5/0.513 
0 

0 

3.5/10.302 
6.5/0.677 

0 

0 
0 

0 

1.8/0.697 
1.7/0.057 

0 

0 
0 

0 

5/0.088 
3.4/0.275 

3.4/0.123 

5/0.379 
4.9/0.272 

3.2/0.009 

5.1/0.629 
6.7/3.466 

5/0.851 

5/0.261 
0 

0 

8.2/1.530 
8.2/0.446 

0 

0 
0 

0 

Figure 7. Composition SLV values for four experimental datasets 

 
A. Experimental mining TSHEP, SOHEP and TOHEP 

The graph in figure 7 shows the consistency between minimum and maximum SLV values for TSHEP, SOHEP 

and TOHEP in figure 5, where TSHEP, SOHEP and TOHEP have small, medium and high SLV values 

respectively. The graph in figure 7 shows the position TSHEP at the bottom of graph (below SLV=2) which 

indicates that TSHEP have small SLV values. Firstly, TSHEP for adult and census datasets are consistent where 

minimum and maximum SLV value between m*0.4 (SLV=4*0.4=1.6) and m*0.5 (SLV=4*0.5=2). The SOHEP 

position in the middle of the graph (between SLV=3 and SLV=7) indicates that SOHEP have medium SLV 

values and secondly, SOHEP for all four experimental datasets are consistent where minimum and maximum 

SLV value between (m-1)*0.4+2 (SLV=(4-1)*0.4+2=3.2) and (m-1)*2.1+0.5 (SLV=(4-1)*2.1+ 0.5= 6.8).  

Lastly, TOHEP position at the upper part of the graph (above SLV=8) indicates that TOHEP have high SLV 

values and thirdly, TOHEP for IPUMS dataset is consistent where minimum and maximum SLV value between 

m*2 (SLV= 4*2=8) and m*2.1 (SLV=4*2.1=8.4).  

B. Experimental mining frequent pattern 

The graph in figure 7 shows the consistency between minimum and maximum SLV values for frequent pattern 

in figure 5, where position frequent pattern between TSHEP and SOHEP. Frequent pattern for all four 

experimental datasets are consistent where minimum and maximum SLV value between (m-1)*0.5+0.4 

(SLV=(4-1)*0.5+0.4=1.9) and (m-1)*0.5+2.1 (SLV=(4-1)*0.5+ 2.1= 3.6). From running results of AOI-HEP 

application for four experimental datasets in tables 5, there are nine candidate frequent patterns based on 

minimum and maximum SLV values between 1.9 and 3.6. However, only five frequent patterns as shown in 

table 6 which fulfilled frequent pattern with strong discrimination power where having  large growth rate and 

support in target (D2) dataset as mentioned in sub section 5.2. For example of frequent pattern which did not 

fulfil as strong discrimination power is the fourth result in table 4, where support in target (D2) dataset 

(0.18326) is lower than in contrasting (D1) dataset (0.35714), even it has SLV value=3.5 which fulfilled as 

frequent pattern and furthermore it has small growth rate (0.513).  Tables between 7 and 11 show ruleset 

relation between rulesets  and for each frequent pattern in table 6. 

Table VI   Frequent patterns from four experimental datasets 
N

o 
Dataset HEP  = Growth rate SLV 

1 Adult TSHEP 
 = 11.2744 

0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5=2 

2 Adult TSHEP 
 = 11.2744 

0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5=2 

3 Adult SOHEP 
 = 2.81861 

0.5+0.5+2.1+0.5=3.6 

4 Adult SOHEP 
 = 5.63721 

0.5+0.5+2.1+0.5=3.6 

5 Breast cancer SOHEP 
        = 10.30286 

2.0+0.5+0.5+0.5=3.5 
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Table VII  TSHEP in adult dataset for rulesets  to  with GR=(3454/4289)/(1/14) = 0.80532/0.07143 = 

11.27442 
Rulesets Education Marital Occupation Country Instances 

 Intermediate ANY ANY ANY 3454 

 Assoc-adm Married-civ-spouse Tools United-states 1 

LV 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5  

Table VIII  TSHEP in adult dataset for rulesets  to  with GR=(3454/4289)/(1/14) = 

0.80532/0.07143 = 11.27442 
Rulesets Education Marital Occupation Country Instances 

 Intermediate ANY ANY ANY 3454 

 Some-college Married-spouse-absent Tools United-states 1 

LV 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5  

Table IX  Frequent subsumptionSOHEP in adult dataset for rulesets  to  with 

GR=(3454/4289)/(4/14) = 0.80532/0.28571 = 2.81861 

Rulesets Education Marital Occupation Country Instances 

 Intermediate 
ANY ANY ANY 3454 

 HS-Grad   
Never-married ANY United-states 4 

LV 
0.5 

0.5 2.1 0.5  

Table X   Frequent subsumptionSOHEP in adult dataset for rulesets  to  with 

GR=(3454/4289)/(2/14) = 0.80532/0.14286=5.63721 
Rulesets Education Marital Occupation Country Instances 

 Intermediate ANY ANY ANY 3454 

 Some-college 
Married-civ-spouse ANY United-states 2 

LV 
0.5 

0.5 2.1 0.5  

Table XI Frequent subsumptionSOHEP in breast cancer dataset for rulesets  to  with 

GR=(19/533)/(1/289)= 0.03565/0.00346=10.30206 

Rulesets Cell Size Cell Shape Bare Nuclei Normal Nucleoli Instances 

 VeryLargeSize ANY ANY ANY 19 

 VeryLargeSize smallShape MediumNuclei VeryLargeNucleoli 1 

LV 
2.0 

0.5 0.5 0.5  

 

Here are listing of discriminant rule for each of the frequent pattern in table 6 which are detailed between tables 

7 and 11: 

a. There are 11.2744 growth rate for TSHEP adult dataset with 80.53% frequent pattern in government 

workclass with intermediate education and 7.14% infrequent pattern in non government workclass with 

assoc-adm education, married-civ-spouse marital status, tools occupation and from the United States. 

b. There are 11.2744 growth rates for TSHEP adult dataset with 80.53% frequent pattern in government 

workclass with an intermediate education and 7.14% infrequent pattern in non government workclass with 

some college education, married-spouse-absent marital status, tools occupation and from the United States. 

c. There are 2.81861 growth rates for SOHEP adult dataset with 80.53% frequent pattern in government 

workclass with an intermediate education and 28.57% infrequent pattern in non government workclass with 

HS-Grad education, Never-married marital status and from the United States. 

d. There are 5.63721 growth rates for SOHEP adult dataset with 80.53% frequent pattern in government 

workclass with intermediate education and 14.28% infrequent pattern in non government workclass with 

some college education, married-civ-spouse marital status and from the United States. 

e. There are 10.30206 growth rates for SOHEP breast cancer dataset with 3.56% frequent pattern in 

AboutAverClump “clump thickness” with VeryLargeSize “Cell Size” and 0.34% infrequent pattern in 

AboveAverClump “clump thickness” with VeryLargeSize “Cell Size”, SmallShape “Cell shape”, 

mediumNuclei “Bare Nuclei” and VeryLargeNucleoli “Normal Nucleoli”. 

Experimental mining similar pattern 

The graph in figure 7 shows the consistency between minimum and maximum SLV values for similar pattern in 

figure 5, where position similar pattern between SOHEP and TOHEP. Similar pattern for all four experimental 

datasets are consistent where minimum and maximum SLV value between (m-1)*2+0.4 (SLV=(4-

1)*2+0.4=6.4) and (m-1)*2.1+2 (SLV=(4-1)*2.1+ 2=8.3). From running results of AOI-HEP application for 

four experimental datasets in tables 5, there are four similar patterns which are fulfilled minimum and maximum 

SLV values between 6.4 and 8.3, as shown in table 12. Tables between 13 and 16 show ruleset relation between 

rulesets  and  for each similar pattern in table 12. 
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Table XII  Similar patterns from four experimental datasets 

No Dataset HEP  = Growth rate SLV 

1 IPUMS TOHEP 
= 1.530 

2.1+2.0+2.0+2.1=8.2 

2 IPUMS TOHEP 
 = 0.446 

2.1+2.0+2.0+2.1=8.2 

3 Breast cancer SOHEP 
 = 0.67777 

2.0+2.0+0.4+2.1=6.5 

4 IPUMS SOHEP 
 = 3.46636 

2.1+2.0+0.5+2.1=6.7 

Table XIII  TOHEP in IPUMS dataset for rulesets  to  with 

GR=(6356/140124)/(2296/77453)= 0.045/0.029= 1.530 
Rulesets Relateg Educrec Migrat5g Tranwork Instances 

 
ANY Primary School Not-known ANY 6356 

 ANY Primary School Not-known ANY 2296 

LV 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1  

Table XIV  TOHEP in IPUMS dataset for rulesets  to  with 

GR=(4603/140124)/(5706/77453) = 0.033/0.074=0.446 
Rulesets Relateg Educrec Migrat5g Tranwork Instances 

 ANY College Not-known ANY 4603 

 
ANY College Not-known ANY 5706 

LV 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.1  

Table XV   Frequent overlapping SOHEP in breast cancer dataset for rulesets  to  with 

GR=(5/533)/(4/289) = 0.00938/0.01384 =0.67777 
Rulesets Cell Size Cell Shape Bare Nuclei Normal Nucleoli Instances 

 largeSize VeryLargeShape VeryLargeNuclei ANY 5 

 
largeSize VeryLargeShape ANY ANY 4 

LV 2.0 2.0 0.4 2.1  

Table 16. Frequent overlapping SOHEP in IPUMS dataset for rulesets  to  with 

GR=(7632/140124)/(1217/77453) = 0.05447/0.01571=3.46636 
Rulesets Relateg Educrec Migrat5g Tranwork Instances 

 
ANY Secondary School ANY ANY 7632 

 
ANY Secondary School Not-known ANY 1217 

LV 2.1 2.0 0.5 2.1  

 

Here are listing of discrimination rule for each of the similar pattern in table 12 which are detailed between tables 

13 and 16: 

a. There are 1.53 growth rates similar patterns for TOHEP IPUMS dataset with 4.5% unmarried “marital 

status” and 2.9% Married “marital status”  with a similar pattern in the Primary School education and Not-

known “Migration status”. 

b. There are 0.446 growth rates similar patterns for TOHEP IPUMS dataset with 3.3% unmarried “marital 

status” and 7.4% Married “marital status”  with a similar pattern in College education and Not-known 

“Migration status”. 

c. There are 0.6777 growth rates similar patterns for SOHEP breast cancer dataset with 0.938% 

AboutAverClump “clump thickness” and 1.384% AboveAverClump “clump thickness” with similar pattern 

largeSize “Cell Size” and VeryLargeShape “Cell shape”. 

d. There are 3.46636 growth rates similar patterns for SOHEP IPUMS dataset with 5.447% unmarried “marital 

status” and 1.571% Married “marital status” with Not-known “Migration status” and there is a similar pattern 

in Secondary School education. 

VIII. Conclusion 

AOI-HEP has been successfully implemented using four large real datasets from UCI machine learning 

repository and discovered TSHEP, SOHEP, TOHEP, frequent and similar patterns. The experiments showed that 

there are five frequent and four similar patterns from twenty two HEP, where all frequent patterns and two similar 

patterns have strong discrimination rules with growth rate values between 1.530 and 11.2744 respectively. Since 

AOI-HEP can strongly discriminate high-level data, assuredly AOI-HEP can be implemented to discriminate 

datasets such as finding bad and good customers for banking loan systems or credit card applicants and etc. 

Moreover, since AOI-HEP can mine similar patterns, certainly AOI-HEP can be implemented to mine similar 

patterns, for instance, mining similar customer loan patterns and etc.  

AOI-HEP can be extended to learn other knowledge patterns such as characteristic, classification, data evolution 

regularities, association and cluster description. Moreover, AOI-HEP knowledge discovery can be extended to 
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mine disjoint as dissimilar pattern, inverse the discovery learning, learning from more than two datasets and 

learning multidimensional view. In the future, this AOI-HEP should be compared with current data mining 

technique in order to improve the performance and patterns which can be mined. 
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